
KIT32-219CP01NT

PowerSeries 8-32 zone hybrid wireless ready control panel w/CP-01 software, 
RFK5500ENG 64 zone full message LCD keypad and  built-in wireless receiver,  
LC-100-PI pet immune PIR motion detector, ACCK-1NT accessory kit with 12V,  
4Ah battery; jack and cord and SD15WULF indoor siren.

KIT16-120CP01NT

PowerSeries 6-32 zone hybrid wireless ready control panel w/CP-01 software,  
small cabinet and English manuals, RFK5501ENG 64 zone picture icon LCD keypad 
with English text keymat and built-in wireless receiver, LC-100-PI pet immune PIR 
motion detector, ACCK-1NT accessory kit with 12V, 4Ah battery; jack and cord and 
SD15WULF indoor siren.

KIT16-108CP01NT

PowerSeries 6-32 zone hybrid wireless control panel w/CP-01 software, small cabinet 
and English manuals.  Includes PK5508ENG 8 Zone LED keypad with English text 
keymat, LC-100-PI pet immune PIR motion detector and ACCK-1NT accessory kit 
with 12V, 4Ah battery; jack cord and SD-15WULF indoor siren.

KIT447-10CP01HE

PowerSeries 9047 Kit.  Includes 34 zone self contained wireless alarm system  
w/CP-01 software and built-in two-way voice, a WS4904P wireless pet immune PIR 
motion detector, a WS4939 4-button wireless key, ten EV-DW4975 wireless vanishing 
door/window contacts, a 7.2V NI-MH battery, high efficiency transformer, telephone 
jack and cord, English user and installation manuals.

KIT32-PWR5CP01NT

PowerSeries 8-32 zone hybrid wireless control panel w/CP-01 software, large cabinet 
and English manuals. Includes PK5501ENG 64 zone picture icon LCD keypad with 
English text keymat, LC-100-PI pet immune PIR motion detector, and ACCK-1NT 
accessory kit with 12V, 4Ah battery; jack and cord and SD15WULF indoor siren.

KIT32-16CP01NT 

PowerSeries 8-32 zone hybrid wireless ready control panel w/large cabinet and CP-01 
software.  Includes RFK5501ENG 64 zone picture icon keypad with English text keymat 
and built-in wireless receiver, and ACCK-1NT accessory kit with 12V, 4Ah battery; jack 
and cord and SD15WULF indoor siren.

KIT447-12CP01HE 

PowerSeries 9047 Kit.  Includes 34 zone self contained wireless alarm system  
w/CP-01 software and built-in two-way voice, a WS4904P wireless pet immune PIR 
motion detector, a WS4939 4-button wireless key, three WS4945 wireless door/
window contacts, a 7.2V NI-MH battery, high efficiency transformer, telephone jack 
and cord, English user and installation manuals.

KIT447-1CP01HE

PowerSeries 9047 Kit.  Includes 34 zone self contained wireless alarm system w/
CP-01 software and built-in two-way voice, a WS4904P wireless pet immune PIR 
motion detector, a WS4939 4-button wireless key, two WS4945 wireless door/window 
contacts, a 7.2V NI-MH battery, high efficiency transformer, telephone jack and cord, 
English user and installation manuals.

KIT16-101SCP01NT

PowerSeries 6-32 zone hybrid wireless control panel w/CP-01 software, small cabinet 
and English manuals, PK5501ENG 64 zone picture icon LCD keypad with English text 
keymat, LC-100-PI pet immune PIR motion detector and ACCK-1NT accessory kit 
with 12V, 4Ah battery; jack and cord and SD-15WULF indoor siren.

KIT16-QP63CP01NT

PowerSeries 6-32 zone hybrid wireless ready control panel w/CP01 software, large 
cabinet and English manuals.  Includes RFK5501ENG 64 zone picture icon LCD keypad 
with English text keymat and built-in wireless receiver, 3 x WS4945 wireless door/window 
contacts, 1 x WS4904P wireless pet immune PIR motion detector, 1 x WS4939 wireless 
4-button key and an ACCK-1NT accessory kit with 12V, 4Ah battery; jack and cord and 
SD15WULF indoor siren.

KIT32-120LCP01NT 

PowerSeries PC1832 8 zone hybrid wireless ready control panel expandable to 32 
zones, with CP01 software, large cabinet, RFK5501ENG 64 zone picture icon keypad 
with English text keymat and built-in 433MHz wireless receiver, LC-100-PI pet immune 
PIR motion detector, and ACCK-1NT accessory kit with 12V, 4Ah battery; jack and cord 
and SD15WULF indoor siren.

KIT32-51CP01NT

PowerSeries 8-32 zone hybrid wireless control panel w/CP-01 software, large cabinet 
and English manuals.  Includes PK5500ENG 64 zone full message keypad with English 
text keymat, and ACCK-1NT accessory kit with 12V, 4Ah battery; jack and cord and 
SD15WULF indoor siren.

KIT447-14CP01HE

PowerSeries 9047 Kit.  Includes 34 zone self contained wireless alarm system  
w/CP-01 software and built-in two-way voice, a WS4904P wireless pet immune 
PIR motion detector, a WS4939 4-button wireless key, three EV-DW4975 wireless 
vanishing door/window contacts, a 7.2V NI-MH battery, high efficiency transformer, 
telephone jack and cord, English user and installation manuals.

PowerSeries

PowerSeries 9047

KIT495-12CP01

(2-1-1) ALEXOR distributed wireless panel, a WT5500 wire-free LCD keypad, a 
WS4904P wireless pet immune motion detector, a WS4939 wireless key, two WS4945 
wireless door window contacts, a 12v 2.3A lead acid battery, a PTD1620U-CC Class 
4 high efficiency transformer, telephone jack and cord and English user and installer 
manuals.

ALEXOR
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KIT495-1GCP01

(3-1-1 plus GSM) ALEXOR distributed wireless panel, a WT5500 wire-free LCD keypad,  
a WS4904P wireless pet immune motion detector, a WT4989 wireless key with 
ICON display, three WS4945 wireless door window contacts, a GS2065 GSM/GPRS 
communicator, a 12v 2.3A lead acid battery, a PTD1620U-CC Class 4 high efficiency 
transformer, telephone jack and cord and English user and installer manuals.

KIT495-17CP01

ALEXOR distributed wireless panel, a WT5500 wire-free LCD keypad with ENG text 
keymat, a WS4904P wireless pet immune motion detector, a WS4939 4-button 
wireless key, three (3) x EV-DW4975 vanishing contacts, a WT4901 2-Way wireless 
indoor siren, a 12v 2.3A lead acid battery, a PTD1620U-CC5 Class 4 high efficiency 
transformer, telephone jack and cord and English user and installer manuals.

KIT495-17GCP01

ALEXOR distributed wireless panel with GS2065 module installed, a WT5500 wire-free 
LCD keypad with ENG text keymat, a WS4904P wireless pet immune motion detector, 
a WS4939 4-button wireless key, three (3) x EV-DW4975 vanishing contacts, a WT4901 
2-Way wireless indoor siren, a 12v 2.3A lead acid battery, a PTD1620U-CC5 Class 
4 high efficiency transformer, telephone jack and cord and English user and installer 
manuals.

KIT495-16CP01

(3-1-1) ALEXOR distributed wireless panel, a WT5500 wire-free LCD keypad,  
a WS4904P wireless pet immune motion detector, a WT4989 wireless key with 
ICON display, three EV-DW4975 vanishing contacts, a 12v 2.3A lead acid battery, 
a PTD1620U-CC Class 4 high efficiency transformer, telephone jack and cord and 
English user and installer manuals.

KIT495-14CP01

(2-1-0) ALEXOR distributed wireless panel, a WT5500P wire-free LCD keypad 
with proximity reader, one PT4 prox tag, a WS4904P wireless pet immune motion 
detector, two WS4945 wireless door window contacts, a 12v 2.3A lead acid battery, 
a PTD1620U-CC Class 4 high efficiency transformer, telephone jack and cord and 
English user and installer manuals.
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KIT495-1CP01 

(3-1-1) ALEXOR distributed wireless panel, a WT5500 wire-free LCD keypad, a 
WS4904P wireless pet immune motion detector, a WT4989 wireless key with ICON 
display, three WS4945 wireless door window contacts, a 12v 2.3A lead acid battery, 
a PTD1620U-CC Class 4 high efficiency transformer, telephone jack and cord and 
English user and installer manuals.
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